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To advance the sport of fly 
fishing in Arizona through 
education, conservation 
and community outreach 
efforts by: 
• Providing Education 
classes and clinics on fly 
fishing, fly casting, fly 
tying, rod  building and 
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve, 
restore, and enhance local 
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing 
approachable, enjoyable 
and safe in family friendly 
environment

• Promoting responsible 
angling practices

Bob McKeon, 
DFC Newsletter Editor, Graphic Guru, 
Head Wrangler of Stuff,  Certified 
Lawn Tosser of Old Rods an' things.  
Questions/Comments? 
Catch me at: 
rmckeon2@cox.net

OKAY!!! Right on…
We’re back with club activities!! Yes…In-Person gatherings are in sight. 

First, a BIG thank you for all of you Trout Bums for the time you’ve spent kee-
ping in touch with our monthly zoom club meetings. These past few months of 
being held hostage due to the Covid was tough. And, with our zoom communica-
tions along with the monthly newsletter, and special bulletins we’ve stayed strong 
together as a club….This was evident just recently with the annual membership 
drive (...thanx, Dave Weaver for your incentive fly rod once again!). 

I think with this July zoom club meeting it’ll be put to rest- no more zoom club 
meetings for now. Although keep an eye out in regards to fly tying and zoom com-
munications from Tom Horvath and Bob Harrison. 

So here we are, ready to restart the engines…August we’ll get back to normal  
with our annual “Swap-Meet.” We’ll have more regarding this popular event in our 
August newsletter. Then in September we’ve got 2 events planned…Our regular 
DFC Club meeting on the 2nd Wednesday of the month and…ready for this…Tah-
Dah…yes we’ll gather at McQueen Park for some club fun…rod and target toss 
to our pond…FFI instructors assisting us...casting games…prizes and drawings. 
We’ve got the pavilion so we’ll have a social gathering and a club BBQ ! (see page 
12). Our DFC board is excitedly working on fine-tuning these details too. It’ll be 
good to be back like this. Bet everyone will have stories to pass on.

More to follow in the next issues of our newsletter along with touching base 
with you and an occasional DFC e-mail blast.

Again, thank you for keeping the flame aglow fly fishing and continued interest 
as a club. Welcome back...It' ll be good to see you!

Thank you,
Bob McKeon, Editor

Editors Notes an' Ramblings...

DFC ANNUAL SWAP-MEET

WEDNESDAY • AUGUST 14, 2021

SEPTEMBER • DFC CLUB MEETING
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 2021

SEPTEMBER • DFC CLUB BBQ
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2021

WE'RE
GETTIN'

BACK
TOGETHER 
AS A CLUB!



"Angling is extremely time consuming. That's sort of the whole point." 
Thomas McGuane 

Joe Miller was recently recognized by the Arizona 
Game and Fish Department Commission at their June 
11, 2021 meeting in Payson with a Commission Com-
mendation of Achievement.  Joe's efforts with conser-
vation, stream improvement projects, and protection 
of Rim Country forests and the watersheds that we all 
enjoy fishing are a sampling of the work that earned 
Joe this recognition. Congratulations Joe!

Catch Joe and drop him a note at:
jamiller101@gmail.com

Congratulations to Joe Miller, 
DFC Conservation Chairman!

President's Drift                                                                                               Frank  Schettino  • JULY 2021

Greeting fellow Trout Bums,
Greeting fellow DFC’ers. I’m happy to announce that in person meetings will begin 
in September. July will be our last zoom meeting and August we will have the an-
nual swap meet. September will be our first live meeting in over a year. I’m excited 
to see everyone in person and not a computer screen and I’m sure you are too.
Nothing can compare to a DFC meeting, our members are the greatest.
   Have you heard, we’re having a BBQ. Yes we are and it’s on Saturday September 
18. Details are still under construction but look for games, a raff le and a BBQ.
Conditions around our state remain very dry. There are stage 2 and 3 fire restric-
tions in place. If you’re planning on going fishing I would advise you to check
the AZGFD and NFS websites for the most up to date information on what’s open
and whats closed. There are some lakes that are still open and conditions change
daily.

    Thanks to all who attended our annual White Mountain Extravaganza at Big Lake. It was well attended. Lots of fish 
were caught in spite of the low water. Thanks to Joe Staller for an excellent weekend and his “unique” bear repellant. 
It works! kept us all safe and there were no bears. For the full story see me at the September meeting.
See you on the July zoom meeting.
Tight Lines, 
Frank Schettino
...bada-bing-bada-boom
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I absolutely love catching Gila trout in the East Verde River. These recrea-
tional stockings are the result of the tremendous success of the Gila trout propagation 
program at Canyon Creek Hatchery (CCH). 

Arizona Game and Fish Department (AZGFD) receives Gila trout eggs from the 
Mora National Fish Hatchery in New Mexico for populating selected streams for reco-
very purposes, and has been working on several recovery streams for years. AZGFD 
has used any extra eggs that they received from Mora for recreational fishing stockings.

Some of these additional eggs were the foundation to create the Gila trout propa-
gation program at CCH with the intent of producing future generations of Gila trout 
specifically for recreational stockings in Arizona waters. 

This spring, the hatchery realized a years-long goal thanks to effective planning, 
dedication, and hard work. While anglers have been enjoying the beautiful Gila trout 
stocked in the East Verde River, CCH has also been raising Gila trout broodstock from 
eggs in six 1500 gallon circular tanks for the past three years until they were ready for 
egg production this spring.

Their 120 broodstock females, in the two to four pound range, produced over 
40,000 eggs that have now developed into fry and fingerling that will be ready to be 
stocked in two years. This year there are approximately 11,000 two year olds in the 
raceways, while many will be stocked in the East Verde, some will be kept for next 
year’s broodstock production. 

The success of this program provides important information that the Department 
hopes will allow continued production increases and the expansion of the number of 

waters where Gila trout could be stocked over the next 
ten years. The 40,000 developing fry and fingerling seem 
a good start toward this goal of providing Gila trout to 
additional waters.

For anglers that love Gila trout, this is phenomenal 
news. The CCH Gila trout propagation program has 
successfully demonstrated that they can, and have, rai-
sed fry and fingerling from broodstock that started as 
eggs on-site. They also effectively grow them to stoc-
king size, and take great care in getting them delivered 
and distributed in the river. 

I am thrilled to have wild-acting trout being raised at 
the hatchery. Their preference for cover, and their quick 
response to perceived danger is what I want in a trout 
in the stream. These tendencies however, make raising 
Gila trout in hatcheries much more difficult.

I have had the good fortune to observe the Gila trout 
propagation operation several times over the past coup-
le years at CCH, and come away each time even more 
amazed with their accomplishments. 

Unlike rainbow trout that have adapted well to 
hatchery life over a hundred plus years and countless 
generations of being raised in raceways, Gila trout are 
very skittish. Rainbows associate staff with food, to the 
point that they aren’t even put off from wanting to eat 
when their tank is being cleaned. 

Gila Trout Propagation Program 
at Canyon Creek Hatchery
by Jim Strogen

Upwelling jars. These jars oxygenate and hold the eyed eggs 
while they develop and turn into sac-fry that can then uti-
lize the jar in the sac-fry stage. Once the sac-fry lose their 
egg sacs which provide nourishment, they are ready to be 
transferred to another container where they can begin fee-
ding by staff.  

Specialized trays to hold and oxygenate the fragile develo-
ping "green" eggs before they develop into their next stage, 
the eyed stage which is a bit less fragile.  In these containers, 
the water flows from the top of the stack of trays through 
successive racks of trays to the bottom, keeping a constant 
flow of water over the immobilized eggs.  
 

Fingerling circular tank. The waste is quickly elimina-
ted through the bottom PVC tube when the wire is 
pulled in the ver tical  PVC tube next to the tank.

Viewing one of the trays in the stack. The fragile "green 
eggs" are immobilized between two mesh screens. 
These trays  and screens are designed to replicate, but 
with greater hatching success, what is done naturally in 
the streams when the adult fish cover their fer tilized 
eggs with gravel to hold them in place while the water 
permeates the loose gravel providing dissolved oxygen 
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Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - 
Life on the Fly - 
Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at:
 jimstrog@gmail.com  

Gila trout will stop eating for sometimes hours at a time if they 
are frightened by human movement near their tanks. Initially, fry and 
fingerling tanks were covered with sections of tarp to provide the hi-
ding place that they seemed to crave. To feed the adult Gilas in the 
raceways, staff had to throw food across the adjoining rainbow trout 
raceway, because if they fed them by walking next to the raceway like 
they did with the rainbows, the Gilas would be frightened and not eat. 

The CCH staff continues to apply new knowledge they gain about 
their Gilas and generate creative solutions to meet the needs of their 
fish. CCH utilizes circular tanks for their developing fingerlings and 
broodstock. These tanks are constantly swirling to promote better 
conditioned trout, and their tall design also provides cover for the staff 
walking by. These circular tanks offer an efficient way to clean them 
without disturbing the trout and putting them off their feed. As the 
water swirls, the waste accumulates at the bottom, center of the tank 
and is quickly removed by opening a plug briefly to let the waste out. 

CCH staff now use automatic feeders on timers for the Gila finger-
lings and broodstock in the circular tanks as well as the growing stoc-
kers in the raceways to minimize the possibility of frightening the fish. 

The Desert Flycasters’ Club should feel proud of the accomplish-
ments at Canyon Creek Hatchery, because we have played a part in 
that success. We have helped purchase critical equipment, tools, che-
micals, and even specialized food for the Gila trout propagation prog-
ram that were beyond what the regular AZGFD hatchery budget could 
provide. They appreciate our support in raising these beautiful fish.

If you would like to learn more about the Gila trout propagation program 
please check out the segment about the program on session 2 (of 5) during 
the 12th Annual Native and Wild Trout Conference sponsored by AZGFD 
and the Arizona Council of Trout Unlimited, which was held virtually this 
year. It is located on the webinar/news tab on the Arizona Council of Trout 
Unlimited website (az-tu.org).

...continued Gila Trout Propagation Program

Finished decking for broodstock building allows safe and efficient 
access to all six tanks. DFC contributed to the decking project.

Automatic belt feeders provide food to the skittish Gila 
trout throughout the day. DFC has helped purchase au-
tomatic feeders for the  Gila broodstock, fingerlings and 
stockers that help the Gilas keep feeding thanks to minimal 
human contact.

The six 1500 gallon Gila trout broodstock tanks. Notice the access prior to the 
purchase and installation of decking is by a 10 foot ladder. 

Fencing on the front of the broodstock building keeps predators from acces-
sing the Gila broodstock. 
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"Last year I went fishing with Salvador Dali. He was using a dotted line. 
He caught every other fish. "

Steven Wright

JULY DFC CLUB ZOOMJULY DFC CLUB ZOOM
7:00 PM • Wednesday • July 14, 20217:00 PM • Wednesday • July 14, 2021

Dick Brooks, Billy Wingo and Chris TaylorDick Brooks, Billy Wingo and Chris Taylor

Desert Fly Caster's is inviting you to our scheduled Zoom meeting for:
Wednesday Night, July 14, 2021, at 7:00pm AZ Time (MST).

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85328612719?pwd=K21xcjFhY3RSWTVOdU5tN01ZbnUzUT09

Meeting ID:  853 2861 2719  •  Passcode: DFCJuly

Please Sign in a Few Minutes Early, to be Admitted from Waiting Room

Join in with our DFC club outing gurus, Dick Brooks and Billy Wingo
 as they bring us up to date on Dick's Utah ventures and Billy's annual San Juan trip!

Also joining our club zoom night will be Chris Taylor of FISHEADS, San Juan guide.

Fishing all flies revolves around three words- presentation, presentation, and presentation. It’s no 
less true with streamers, though finesse has a different definition when throwing them. On large 
streams the game is pounding banks and cover, usually while drifting downstream on the front of a 
drift boat. On small streams, you’re typically wading upstream picking small spots apart. Sometimes 
your only shot is directly upstream, fishing your streamer back to you. You do your best to fish close 
to cover, but in some water that’s your only choice. I look for woody debris and cut banks. Grass banks 
are almost always undercut. In the South I like rock walls next to deep water and deep plunge pools. 
A lot of times the fish will prefer a streamer swimming sideways to the current, so if you can get your 
streamer even a little across the current it helps.  If you throw an upstream mend then retrieve just 
faster than the current you can achieve this.

I’m always using a short leader three to four feet long in the eight to twelve pound range. This seems 
to help them sink faster if you’re using a sink tip; getting it down to the level of the fish quickly is 
paramount. Some streams are so small that a sink tip is undesirable and unnecessary. If the stream is 
small enough or the water low and clear, the sound of that sink tip hitting the water will spook every 
fish around. The same with using larger, weighted streamers. If you’re not catching fish or see you are 
spooking them then switch to hair-wing f lies and present them gently.

Lastly, put as much action into your streamers as you can. Long strips won’t produce a lot of action. 
Rapid short strips with some twitches of the rod tip will get fish interested. I’m trying to get as much 
action out of my f ly while keeping it in the zone. Muddlers especially you will want to fish as twitchy 
as possible.

If all you want from small stream fishing is a quiet day casting dry f lies that’s fine. It’s certainly how 
I spend most of my days. If you want a change of pace and see the true potential of the stream, bring 
that streamer box, tie one on, and see what happens.

Want a change of 
pace and see the 
true potential of 
the stream? 
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SILVER DARTER
Tied by: Chris Del Plato
Originated by: Lew Oatman
Hook: #4-#12 2xl-6xl hook
Thread: White 
Tail: A very small section of silver pheasant wing 
quill
Body: White floss tapered slightly
Rib: Flat silver tinsel
Throat: Peacock sword tied half the body length 
curving upward
Wing: 2 silver badger hackles 
Eye: Jungle cock nail small and short
Head: Black

Notes: The Silver Darter was Lew's favorite 
streamer to fish, and he preferred it in a size 10. 
It has become a 'go-to' fly for Chris as well, one 
of a handful of streamer patterns he would ne-
ver leave home without. Chris ties most of his 
Silver Darters in smaller sizes, #8 and #10. The 
Silver Darter was Lew's favorite streamer to fish, 
and he preferred it in a size 10. Chris credits the 
strong natural lateral line drawn by the silver 
badger hackle to being a key trigger in its effec-
tiveness, sighting wild brown trout as a frequent 
victim of its lure. 
Source: Streamer Fly tying and Fishing; 
Joseph D. Bates, Jr. (1966) Pg. #335

This imitates the Cayuga minnow and is very 
effective for brook, brown and rainbow trout, 
It does well in heavily fished streamers throug-
hout the season, even in low, clear water, and 
does equally well in wilderness areas. I often 
have taken trout with it when I couldn't seem to 
pick a dry fly rising trout would strike. It should 
be a very slim fly in the water, and I like to use 
the slenderest hackles available.

Stuck on streamers, 
small streamers...

The other night I was rummaging through a 
couple of drawers and stuck in the back under 
some fishing gloves, which have never been 
warn, I found 2 of my fly fishing journals I had 
taken pride in archiving through the years. My 
personal history of the streams I frequented 
in Michigan, along with time in Pennsylvania, 
New York, and Montana. The pages from for-
gotten nights were religiously cared for with 
notes scribbled of my time fly fishing on that 
particular stream. I kept a record of what I 
used, the rod, the fly and line, time and tempe-
ratures along with a good mention of the fish 
caught and released.  And as it was recorded in 
such a fashion that I could, often and did, come 
back the next year- or even the next month 
and have a starting point as to my fly selection 
for that part of the stream. 

There was always a reference. Now that 
I’ve dug through these historical short novels 
from the dark part of my drawer, I find myself 
saying: “If I could have that night over again, I’d 
fish a small streamer.” 

After obtaining and starting a small strea-
mer collection I finding fascinating, I’ve since 
wondered why I hadn’t used more strea-
mers on my treks. As was pointed out in 

some writings in the book: “The Founding 
Flies, 43 American Masters, Their Patterns 
and Influences (by Mike Valla),” a chapter 
regarding the influences of Lew Oatman 
(1902-1958) there is a line that sums up 
one of Oatman’s theories on using small 
streamers: “…why not cover the waters 
as opposed to covering the air.”  What 
a simple thought, after all we’re out on the 
water to catch fish- add a few small strea-
mers in your fly box and use ‘em.

The streamer, Silver Darter, shown is a 
good example of a proven pattern- tied on 
a #10 hook. Search out some additional pat-
terns beyond the popular Mickey Finn and 
enjoy the experiences one gains once the 
fish activity has diminished. Patterns can be 
simple and  imaginative in design, as illustra-
ted below. 

If only I could have that night over again....

Looking back at my old fly fishing journals…

The Founding Flies, 
43 American Masters, 
Their Patterns and Influences 
by Mike Valla

Streamer Fly Tying 
and Fishing 
by Joseph D. Bates, Jr.

Questions/Comments?
Catch Chris Del Plato at:
streamertyer@gmail.com
https://globalflyfisher.com/streamers
365/chris-del-plato

Additional Notes 'an Ramblings | Bob McKeon

The Streamer List Streamers & Bucktails: The Big Fish Flies  •  http://www.streamerlist.com  |  Fly Tying  • http://www.flytyingforum.com
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.... More Notes 'an Ramblings | Bob McKeon

Looking back at my 
old fly fishing journals…

Start your own fly fishing journal...cut out and save.

back side front side

Looking back at some of the fishing I've done, I'm glad I kept journals of 
those fly fishing adventures. Forgotten moments frozen and written in 
time. As I thumbed through these journals, even today, I am aware of how 
fortunate I was to be able to capture my experience back then. There was 
no cell phone camera to hold a visual moment of my adventure on the 
stream. I wanted to share all of this with my fellow DFC Trout Bums and, 
perhaps some might want to keep their own journals too.  
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Hey DFC members... The club is going to have an outing in Au-
gust to one of the finest f ly fishing areas in the west...South/Central 
Utah. In my experience the area offers all the prime fishing that is 
found in Colorado without the heavy pressure.  Population density 
in this area is roughly 1:10 compared to the Durango/Pagosa Sp-
rings area.  If you want quality fish of the Tiger, Rainbow, Cutthroat 
nature this is the place to go.  These are 5 of the easily accessible 
lakes in the area that hold these fish. Forsythe Reservoir is noted 
for large (20+inch) Tigers, Round Lake has fat Rainbows, Cook Lake 
has Tigers and Rainbows that are always hungry as does Miller 
Lake. Lower Bowns Reservoir off of Highway 12 south of Torrey has 
willing Tigers and Rainbows and since the trip is now in August 
(12-16) it is after the Summer Solstice which is the beginning of 
the dry f ly season. If moving water is your favorite you can try the 
Upper or Lower Fremont river, UM creek or the Pine Creek stream.
Flies that I have used successfully are Parachute Adams in size 12, 
14, 16, and sometimes 18, Elk Hair Caddis in the same sizes, Soft 
Hackle in brown and black in the same sizes, Yellow Sallys in 12 and 
14, and BlowTorches for the Tigers in 12, 14, and 16.
There are numerous places to stay in the area like motels, 
campgrounds, and RV parks. Places to eat are everywhere. This is 
high season for the Capitol Reef National Monument  just  outside of 
Torrey so early accommodation reservations are suggested. If you 
want any more info you can contact me (Dick Brooks) at 480-203-
0634. If you get a message leave me a number and I WILL get back 
to you.
The Dixie National Forest map is very helpful if you are not acqu-
ainted with the area, available by calling 435-865-3700. The Fish-
lake National Forest map is helpful also, call 435-836-2811. I have 
a small inventory of the Fishing Boulder Mountain Brochure if you 
would like one. It is a bit of a drive...Google maps says it is 523 miles 
and 8hr and 21 min to Loa BUT IT IS WELL WORTH IT.
I look forward to hearing from any of you and hope all of you will 
take advantage of this excellent outing.

DICK BROOKS UTAH OUTING... 
AUGUST 12-16, 2021

NOTE:NOTE:

NEW UTAH OUTING

NEW UTAH OUTING

DATE!DATE!

Right on
Dick...

I'll be there 
too!

Blow Torch Nymph
Bottom fly
Hook:  Fulling Mill 35045 Fig Force size 14
Bead:  Slotted
Weight:  0.015 lead wire
Thread:  UTS 70 Denier in Fluorescent Orange
Tail: Fluorescent Orange Antron 
Rib: Narrow Mylar
Body: Peacock Herl
Wing: Soft Hackle

FISHLAKE NATIONAL FOREST: https://www.fs.usda.gov/fishlake

DIXIE NATIONAL FOREST: https://www.fs.usda.gov/dixie 

FISHING BOULDER MOUNTAIN UTAH: https://wildlife.utah.gov/pdf/boulder_mountain_fishing.pdf 

Dick's Favorite...

Catch Dick Brooks at: (480) 203-9634 
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FIRES!!, Forest Closures!!, 
Warm Skinny Waters!!!  

Be Carefull!!!
A recent note from friend Pascal Berlioux, Executive Director of the Eastern Arizona 
Counties Organization (ECO), and deeply involved in Forest Management and Restora-
tion, regarding the Natural Resources Working Group (NRWG):
“We certainly have a lot of things going on right now, but many of these are waiting for the 
next step. 4FRI is waiting for a RFP Phase 2 award; Black River is waiting for an EA; CC 
Cragin is waiting for a re-bid with National Wild Turkey Federation; Rim Country is wai-
ting for a DEIS; etc. etc. and there is not much to do about those until the next steps happen.”
I can’t disagree with my colleague Pascal, BUT, there is actually a lot going on that we are 
involved in on every one of those projects mentioned above:
* The 4FRI Phase 2 RFP Results Announcement is expected, as Long Promised by 
USFS, within the next days!!  A number of us are watching very closely, and already as-
king for details about process and procedures that USFS will use to manage the specific 
projects and contractor(S) doing forest thinning and restoration under the RFP.  If it’s not 
being done properly, we’ll say so.
* Related — The Rim Country EIS:  This, and the Record Of Decision (ROD),  is really 
the authorizing document that’ll allow the RFP work above to proceed. We’ve been part of 
major improvement of the Draft EIS released for comments in December 2019, working 
closely with AZGFD, USFWS, the USFS and others to make significant changes for better 
management of the Water and Aquatics Resources in the Rim Country.  The final results 
will be out this fall.  Or maybe early next year.  Those changes should guide what can be 
done during actual on the ground (and water) work.
* The Black River Forest Restoration EA on the A - S NF will provide for stream res-
torations East of Mt Baldy, with much of the heart of the Trout Fishing we use over there:  
Apache Trout and Browns.  There have been problems with feral horses causing signi-
ficant stream and riparian area damage, but colleague organization like AZ Elk Society 
and AZ Deer Society have just Completed Fencing Repairs to keep additional horses off 
the A-S lands, and hopefully the roundup and removal of the many problem horses is now 
getting underway.  In addition, AZGFD is getting ready to do work on the streams and to 
do significant trout management work.
* Now about the CC Cragin Forest Fuels Reduction efforts.  It’s really all about water 
and keeping it flowing, for Fish, Critters, and US!!!:  We are making some Progress!!!  I’ve 
been working almost daily with the USFS Coconino NF, with Payson’s Mayor, with the 
Payson Water and Fire Depts, with the National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) that 
contracts with the USFS to manage forest thinning projects, and especially with the Salt 
River Project (SRP) to get work moving and protect the reservoir from the sedimentation 
from any local high intensity fire, and to also protect the water pipeline and the power 
lines from fire damage, AND the flows into the E Verde River.  It’s all beginning to move, 
including new and updated cooperative agreements between all those parties.  We’re also 
supporting and helping push major funding efforts to help pay for it all.  The Backbone 
Fire has been, and continues to be, a Threat!

JOE MILLER
DFC Conservation Chairman

Desert Fly Desert Fly 
CastersCasters
ConservationConservation  
CornerCorner  

JULY 2021JULY 2021

Questions?
Catch me, Joe Miller at:
jamiller101@gmail.com

I look at trees, hunt mushrooms, and watch animals. Fishing is what 
gets me out into the woods so I can notice these things. 

John D. Voelker
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My rod tip bounced like a telegraph key with 
each head shake—an angry protest from a 
trout duped by a crane f ly nymph. When the 
rainbow slid into the net, my knees shook with 
mirrored cadence. The rod was borrowed, the 
f ly donated, and the trout a gift that scuttled 
the illusion I could buy my way to f ly fishing 
excellence.  

Divorce was the catalyst for my first f ly rod 
purchase. My therapist recommended a hobby 
for the empty weekends without my kids. An 
introduction to f ly fishing class at a local f ly 
shop was just what the doctor ordered.     

The following week, I returned to the shop 
and bought an entry level graphite rod combo 
set. The obsession to become a skilled f ly fisher 
quickly followed. I devoured all manner of f ly 
fishing media in an attempt to fast-track my 
success. Advertisements touting new f ly rods 
were everywhere.

Each ad tempted me with the promise of cas-
ting perfect loops while laying out an entire f ly 
line on command. I began adding new f ly rods 
to my collection when I could afford it and of-
ten when I couldn’t. Each time my skills pla-
teaued, new gear seemed to offer the solution. 
The dents in my credit card proved it.   

My intervention began with an opportunity 
to fish some private water for trout. I was one 
of two guests invited to the farm that day. I met 
our host in a parking lot, and loaded my “best 
of show” gear into his truck. Soon we were joi-
ned by a Jerry Garcia doppelganger in overalls, 
carrying a vintage suitcase. Rusty introduced 
himself, heaved the suitcase into the bed of the 
truck, and called shotgun.  

Arriving at the farm, I began rigging up my 
name-brand rod. Rusty appeared to have no f ly 
fishing gear, just the large suitcase that could 
have doubled as a fallout shelter. He placed the 
case on the tailgate, popped the latches and 
lifted Pandora’s lid.  It was completely stuffed 
with split cane f ly rods.  

American violin maker Samuel Phillipe is 
credited with developing the first split cane 

f ly rod in 1845. For nearly 100 years, split cane 
was the material of choice for f ly rods until 
fiberglass was introduced after World War II. 
The ease of manufacture and lower cost al-
lowed fiberglass to overtake the f ly rod market. 
Graphite rods were introduced in 1973, and 
soon replaced fiberglass as the dominant f ly 
rod material in the commercial market.    

My fast-action graphite rod was from a pre-
mium brand, backed by a slick marketing cam-
paign. Thus in my estimation, it was superior 
to split cane. Cane is too expensive, I reasoned, 
and I didn’t want to be labeled as a pretentious 
tweed-wearing purist. Still, they were handso-
me. Some were a deep f lamed mahogany color, 
others were honey-hued.  

Rusty rigged up several rods and laid them 
across the truck’s tool box. Paired with vintage 
click-and-pawl reels, they completed a traditio-
nal look.  

“It y’all want to fish any of these rods, just 
grab one and go… I can’t fish them all anyway, 
” Rusty drawled. Rusty, it turns out, builds split 
cane rods. 

My biggest fear was that I would break a rod, 
requiring a second mortgage to pay for it. Rusty 
seemed unconcerned, so I grabbed one of the 
hand-crafted rods and headed to the water. 
Perhaps his beard and ponytail were a disguise 
to def lect suspicion about his aff luence.     

After a few casts to get a feel for the rod, I 
laid out a “too beautiful for me” roll cast that 
was rewarded with a chunky trout. Despite the 
large size of the fish, the cane rod absorbed 
all the fight the rainbow could generate, and I 
quickly brought it to hand. A grin crept across 
my face. I pulled my hat low, afraid Rusty 
would see it. Rod envy began to well up in me, 
and I began to pray that the Tenth Command-
ment forbidding covetousness was listed last 
because it was a misdemeanor.   

The rods were delightful to cast, but I 
wouldn’t entertain the thought of owning one. 
It was like walking the aisles of a classic car 
show, and finding a ’68 Z28 Camaro that was 

looking for a home. Scared of the price tag and 
equally afraid of my inability to stop obsessing 
about it, I slammed the door on that rabbit 
hole.   

If the pandemic taught us anything, it is 
that life is precious and f leeting. Perhaps it was 
the COVID lockdown or the recent loss of my 
father that underscored the brevity of life and 
drew my mind back to that day on the farm. 
Either way, I decided to check a split cane rod 
off my bucket list, and emailed Rusty.   

“Do you have any suggestions for a cane rod 
for hopper-dropper fishing, maybe in the 3-4 
weight range?”  

The response came the same day; a recom-
mendation for a Paul Young Perfectionist 
model with a Mesquite reel seat, which spoke 
to my Texan heart. Shockingly, the price was 
about the same as my original graphite rod and 
reel combo.  

When the rod arrived, I attached it to a 
vintage Pf lueger Medalist reel inherited from 
my father. When the wildf lowers bloom the 
rod will accompany me to Texas Hill Country 
streams to chase Guadalupe bass and to Colo-
rado cutthroat streams this fall.    

Owning the latest gear has its advantages, 
but it isn’t a short cut to proficiency. Hand me 
the finest rod out there and I can still show you 
an expensive tailing loop. There is no substi-
tute for practice, time on the water, and advice 
gleaned from others. Those experiences weave 
the tapestry of our f ly fishing souls—memories 
that persist long after gear specs fade.  

Odin’s words to Thor concerning his ham-
mer Mjölnir ring true:  “That hammer was to 
help you control your power; to focus it. It was 
never your source of strength.”  

Odin just might have a tweed cap in his closet.
 
Mark Dillow is the Texas representative on the 
Trout Unlimited’s National Leadership Council

Coveting the split caneCoveting the split cane

"Tis a poor workman who blames his tools.” "Tis a poor workman who blames his tools.” 
Anonymous

By Mark Dillow



“Fishing is much more than fish. It is the great occasion when we may return to the fine 
simplicity of our forefathers.” 

Herbert Hoover

I think we can all agree that 2020/2021 has been a fairly difficult pe-
riod. Covid 19 has prevented us from meeting face to face for months, 
and if you are like me, while talking about fishing over a Zoom mee-
ting is probably better than nothing, it's not nearly as good as meeting 
face to face to tell fish stories and share tips and tricks.
To help us get back to normal, the DFC Board has approved a club 
BBQ on Saturday, Sept 18 at McQueen Park in Gilbert.  Festivities 
will start at 8:00 am. We will have casting games, casting instruc-
tion, fishing at the pond, and a chance to meet and talk with other 
members. To top it off, DFC will provide a BBQ lunch with all of the 
fixings. Please mark this on your calendars and plan to attend. No 
need to bring anything other than your fly rod and a handful of flies.
Additional information in our August DFC Newsletter.
Questions? Catch Joe Staller at: joestaller@yahoo.com

DFC BBQ • Saturday • Sept. 18, 2021 DFC BBQ • Saturday • Sept. 18, 2021 atat McQueen Park McQueen Park

Just wanted to give everyone a heads up of the outings 
plan for the rest of the year. Elsewhere in this news-
letter are details for the July trip to Becker Lake, the 
August trip to Utah, and the September trips to the 
San Juan.
Looking further ahead, October is a great time to get 
back up to the White Mountains.  Fish are getting ac-
tive as the air and water temperatures come down, 
and I have had some great days at Becker Lake tos-
sing leeches and callibaetis imitations at the banks. 
This Oct 14-17 outing also coincides with the White 
Mountain Lake Foundation "Becker Best" event, so 
there will be a free lunch and a raff le for some very 
nice prizes.
November 10-14 is our annual trip to Rocky Point. 
I think we have done this without missing a year for 
something like 60 years. This is a "don't miss it" trip, as the fishing is usually fast and furious, the weather is great, and there are plenty of great places 
to eat and drink. Vince Deadmond is the host for the fabulous event.
December 10-12 will be a brand new outing for DFC. Some of our members have discovered that there is a pretty reliable bite for striped bass at Ha-
vasu Lake, and mid-December is prime time. The fish can be easily reached by kick boats or kayaks, they readily take a f ly and fish up to 12 pounds 
have been caught. I personally made three trips to Lake Havasu last December because the fishing was so good.  This is another "don't miss" club trip.
Please put these dates on your calendar.  For more info, contact the trip host or Joe Staller.  •  Catch Joe at: joestaller@yahoo.com.

DFC Outings for the End of 2021DFC Outings for the End of 2021
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https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=HT2QMP9NY4VNW
DFC link to purchase a Yearly Membership Dues for $35.00...Click link below:

DFC link to purchase Lifetime Family Membership Dues for $350...Click link below:

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=9LS44D7GYS63J

Being a Desert Fly Caster member qualifies you to join inBeing a Desert Fly Caster member qualifies you to join in
on our DFC Club Outings. on our DFC Club Outings. Join us...Fly fish with us.Join us...Fly fish with us.  
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SAN JUAN RIVER TRIP - It's time to plan a real nice treat for yourself, big fish in the San Juan.  Several 27 inch and 
28 inch browns have recently been caught with the Fishead guides.  Great guides, great fishing and good times with 
members of the club.  Group one arriving on September 20th and fish the 21st and 22nd.  Group two arriving on 
September 23rd and fishing the 24th and 25th.  Three nights lodging and two days guided fishing for $725.00 double 
occupancy.  This is a good deal for one of the best trout fishing rivers in the country.  Many of you who are familiar 
with fishing the San Juan will be saddened to hear that Abe's Motel and Fly shop is for sale and it's future is uncertain.  

Contact Billy Wingo at billy.wingo@phoenix.gov, or Billy.o.wingo@gmail.com, or 602-451-9459. 
  You deserve a great trip after a rough 2020. 

Becker LakeBecker Lake
  Saturday-Sunday July 10-11, 2021

Our July outing will be at Becker Lake,  Saturday-Sunday 
July 10-11. I think most folks will arrive Friday July 9.  Feel 
free to come early or stay late; this is a great time to be 
in the White Mountains! As I'm writing this, all of the na-
tional forests are being shut down due to fire danger, but 
Becker is typically not part of these closures since 
it is not on National Forest Land

    Please make your own plans for lodging.  We 
highly recommend the Rode Inn in Springerville 
for its close proximity to Becker Lake, although 
there is plenty of lodging in Pinetop, Show Low 
etc.  If you want to stay at Rode Inn, the phone num-
ber is 928-333-4365, and the address is 242 E. Main 
St. Springerville, AZ 85938

    Because of the near certainty of high water 
temperatures and bright skies, most of the rain-

bows will probably have moved into the deepest 
holes in the lake, which will necessitate fishing 10-
14 feet below an indicator. It will really help having 
a depth finder (or hanging near anglers that have 
one) to make sure you were in the deepest water.  
Size 18 midges and size 12 simi-seal leeches are 
the typical flies of choice, but squirmy worms and 
dog bone chamois leeches are also good flies to 
have. I would also recommend having grasshopper 
and flying ant patterns 
"just in case." 

Any questions, please 
call your host, Joe Staller, 
email: joestaller@yahoo.
com, cell: 602-568-9431



My son and I fished the San Juan in the middle 
of June. It was exceptionally hot this week-over 
100 degrees. There was no wind and flows were 
low. The water was clear and we did a lot of 
sight fishing. It was also supposed to be crow-
ded because of the recent opening of the park. 
However, for wading, it wasn’t bad. Monday we 
went to Cable Hole with an independent gui-
de, James Brown. It was not crowded there all 
day. We started fishing on size 24 to 26 pupa. 
We then went to size 22 to 24 emergers at 10. 
My son skipped lunch because he found a deep 
trench that produced fish for two hours non-
stop. At the end of the day we were catching 
fish on an ‘ant’ dry fly.

The next day we waded above Texas Hole in 
The Braids and The San Box. Again it was not 
crowded. We were surprised that we did not 

flexibility made our 6x tippet act more like a 5x 
tippet. My son and I both landed 21-inch fish 
this day on 3wt rods. We allowed the fish to put 
a lot of force on the line while not letting the 
fish run. We did fish and catch fish below Simon 
Point all the way to Crusher Hole. In the past we 
just skipped that stretch. At Crusher Hole we 
both caught over 10 small fish.

We stayed in Aztec at the Presidential Inn. 
That runs $89 (special rate for using some 
guides) for 2 people with hot breakfast. It is a 
25-minute drive to the river. The hotel used to 
be Microtel and is nice. It has a large outdoor 
area with a swimming pool and spa, a covered 
patio with barbecues and refrigerator. It also 
has an exercise room. Abes is now closed, so 
you basically only have Fishheads for lodging 
at Navajo dam. Fishheads charges $139 for two 
and the rooms are not as nice as those in Az-
tec.. Our guides were independent and char-
ged $425 for two. Fishheads charges $475 for 
two. I think some of the independent guides 
are superior to the guides at Fishheads. Aztec 
has good restaurants. Wonderful House is an 
excellent Chinese restaurant. Rubios, 3Rivers 
Brewery, Red Lobster and Outback are very clo-
se and good. The Sportsman was closed when 
we were there. Abes is closed so your meal 
choices are very limited at Navajo Dam. Yes, you 
have to drive 25 minutes to Aztec, but you are 
more comfortable when you get there. 
Don’t forget to stop at Knife City near Holbrook on 
you way home.

Coments/Questions...
Catch Carl at: carlruthe@gmail.com

catch any stockers all week except in two places. 
We were not catching fish below 15 inches and 
most were in the 18-20 inch range. After lunch, 
we headed to the uppermost Texas Hole inlet. 
There were few people there. We used emer-
gers and caught mostly smaller fish continually 
just below the rapids. We then changed to the 
‘ant’ dry pattern and continued to catch many 
fish. Because of the heat, many fishermen left 
the river early. We left around 3pm with the fish 
still hitting every other cast.

The third day we went back to Cable Hole 
area. We got there at around 7am. We had the 
place to ourselves. I immediately landed my bi-
ggest fish of the week after around 20 minutes 
of runs. It measured north of 24 inches-not bad 
for a 3wt rod, 6x tippet and a size 24 fly. My son 
dry flied a slow shallow run at the top of Cable 
Hole most of the morning. The water was crys-
tal clear so he could see any movement of these 
fish. It took him about 20 minutes per fish, but 
he nailed about every fish in this run. I set a per-
sonal record for jumps by a rainbow-10 by an 
18 inch fish.

The last day we rode a boat with an inde-
pendent guide, Chris Gallegos. We launched at 
6am and were the first in. We anchored next to 
rapids at top of Texas Hole and caught fish on 
emergers for about an hour. By the time we left, 
it was very crowded both with boats and wa-
ders. My son had been using a 10 foot 4wt rod 
flexable tip that I built him. Chris had him try a 
TFO 8ft 3wt. flexible tip and a Sage Circa 4 wt. 
7ft. 9” flexible tip. He liked the 3wt more. Chris 
made an interesting comment that seemed to 
hold true for us this day. He said the 3wt rod 

Carl Rutherford: San Juan River Trip June 2021
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We've all had fly-fishing gurus ad-
vise us to look in spider webs and 
under rocks to see what bugs are 
around before  we rig up. That is 
great advice, something we should 
all do as a regular practice. Why 
would anyone not do that?

Well, I guess I'm a rebel. I rarely (i.e. 
never) look at bugs before rigging 
up. Neither do any of my fishing 
buddies. Hmm, can I call myself 
a "rebel" if I do the same thing as 
everybody else?

Anyway, John and I were fishing the 
Colorado a couple of weeks ago. We 
did really well at first but then the 
fish stopped eating. Changing flies 
helped and, during a lull, I started 
turning over rocks to see what bugs 
were around. One rock I turned 
over was covered with dark grey pill 
bugs, aka, roly-poly bugs. We didn't 
have any on us and made do with 
RS2s, Zebras and Higa's SOSes. But I 
kept thinking about pill bugs. Final-

ly, I decided to tie some up. Here's 
the recipe:
Materials Needed:
#16 scud hook  •  Black thread
Lead wire  •  Clear scud back
Black or grey Ostrich feather
4x, 5x or 6x mono

Instructions:
1)- Pinch down the barb on a #16 scud 
hook and add 5 wraps of lead wire to 
the center of the shank. Keep the lead 
1 to 1.5 eye-widths back from the eye. 
(Optional - Add a small drop of Superg-
lue to the lead).
2)- Wrap black thread from the eye over 
the lead wraps. Then attach a piece 
of clear 1/8" scud back and continue 
wrapping back over the scud back well 
into the bend of the hook.

3)- Attach 2 or 3 long pieces of black 
(or dark grey) Ostrich herl by the tips as 
you wrap the thread forward. Cut off 
the tips of the Ostrich herl behind the 
eye. ("Long" Ostrich herl  means 2.5 to 
3 inches).
4)- Wrap thread back while attaching 
a piece of mono to the far side of the 
hook. Keep the mono a few wraps short 
of the Ostrich herl.
5)- Return the thread to the eye. Wrap 
the Ostrich herl forward and tie off 
behind the eye. Cut off excess herl.
6)- Pull the scud back over the herl and 
tie off behind the eye. This is the shell 
back. Then fold the scud back rearward 
and tie it off again, adding a 2-turn 
whip finish. Stretch and cut off the 
excess scud back.
7)- Spiral-wrap the mono to the eye, 
creating numerous segments in the 
scud back. Tie off behind the eye, whip 
finish and add a bit of head cement.
hind the eye. This is the shell back. 
Then fold the scud back rearward and 
tie it off again, adding a 2-turn whip 
finish. Stretch and cut off the excess 
scud back.

In the case of the Colorado river, 
grey Ostrich would be more realis-
tic than black. But I'm hoping tho-
se fish will eat something that's a 
little different. Who knows, maybe 
they're all rebels too.

Larry D. Gallegos

Questions/Comments?
Catch Larry at: relaw@msn.com

...Fishing with Larry Gallegos and his Pill Bug
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A picture of the biggest fish I caught at the Big 

Lake outing. A nice 19”- Rod Buchanan

All is well at Big Lake...
Lions, tigers an' bears, oh my! Our DFC Trout Bums had a 
great time...Fish were caught an' released...Plenty of sunshine 
and good friends to be with. And, some slept well...and some 
snored...no chance of bears with all the brouhaha by one of 
our trusted Trout Bums to venture into camp (...thanx, Tom 
Horvath for keepin' the bears away).
   Many thanx to Mike Reis, Rod Buchanan and Frank The 
President Guy for these fine photos of the club's annual outing 
at Big Lake 2021.
R.Mckeon, Editor

Comments/Questions?
Catch: Mike Reis at: lathazard@cox.net
Catch: Rod Buchanan at: rodbuchanan23@gmail.com
Frank Schettino, The President Guy, at: sketno1026@hotmail.com

DFC BIG LAKE NotebookDFC BIG LAKE Notebook

Our president showing off his 

catch!- Mike Reis
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Here is a photo of the anti bear device Joe and I dep-

loyed at Big Lake. Tom Horvath slept on a cot. Joe 

bungee corded him to the cot so if a bear came he 

would eat Tom and we could escape. Joe felt bad 

and untied him. But it all worked out. Tom’s snoring 

kept all animals at bay and us awake.



A reminder notice for our Wednesday, July 14, 2021 
 ZOOM DFC Club Meeting will also be e-mailed to membership prior to meeting.

NOTE:

It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.  |  Henry David Thoreau
watercolor by martha strogen
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       Keep the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive for 2021.

Becker Lake Outing
Saturday/Sunday  •  July 10-11, 2021

Host: Joe Staller- joseph.staller@nxp.com  •   (602) 568-9431

Dick Brooks Utah Outing
August 12-16, 2021

Host: Dick Brooks • gdubby77@gmail.com

Annual Swap Meet
Wednesday • August 14, 2021

Mark your calendars for September
Fish the San Jaun River with Host Billy Wingo

  Elks Lodge
   1775 West Chandler Blvd. • Chandler, Arizona 85224


